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Laboratory mouse strains are known to have emerged from recent interbreeding between individuals of Mus
musculus isolated populations. As a result of this breeding history, the collection of polymorphisms observed
between laboratory mouse strains is likely to harbor the effects of natural selection between reproductively
isolated populations. Until now no study has systematically investigated the consequences of this breeding
history on gene evolution. Here we have used a novel, unbiased evolutionary approach to predict the founder
origin of laboratory mouse strains and to assess the balance between ancient and newly emerged mutations
in the founder subspecies. Our results confirm a contribution from at least four distinct subspecies.
Additionally, our method allowed us to identify regions of relaxed selective constraint among laboratory
mouse strains. This unique structure of variation is likely to have significant consequences on the use of
mouse to find genes underlying phenotypic variation.
ll rights reserved.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Mouse laboratory strains are thought to have emerged from the
domestication of three wild-derived subspecies, M. m. domesticus,
M. m. musculus, andM. m. casteneus, that diverged approximately one
million years ago [1–3] into reproductively isolated populations
undergoing independent speciation [4]. Some laboratory strains also
include genetic material from M. m. molossinus that is a relatively
recent natural hybrid of the M. m. casteneus and M. m. musculus
subspecies [5]. Several studies have shown that the genome of mouse
laboratory strains is a mosaic of regions with higher or lower variation
depending on their founder origin [6] with the majority of variation
contributed by M. m. domesticus [6–9].

The recent re-sequencing of over 14 laboratory and three wild-
derived mouse strains [7,10], helped to identify SNPs that are likely to
represent variation contributed by intra-subspecific (genetic variation
contributed by individuals from the same population) and inter-
subspecific (genetic variation contributed by individuals from distinct
populations) origin. Using this dataset Yang et al. [9] estimated that 92%
of the variation in laboratory mouse strains derives from variation
within theM. m. domesticus founder sub-species, while Frazer et al. [7]
estimated that only 68% derive from this sub-species and the remaining
variation derives from up to three other founders. The discrepancy
between the two studies could be explained by the fact that both studies
made different a priori assumptions about the likelihood number of
founder sub-species. While Frazer et al. [7] assumed four founders
(M.m. domesticus,M.m.musculus,M.m. casteneus,andM.m.molossinus),
Yang et al. [9] assumed three founders (M.m.domesticus,M.m.musculus,
and M. m. casteneus). In addition, Frazer et al. [7] estimated that 20% of
the SNPs present in laboratory mouse strains are invariant in the
sequenced wild-derived strains. This estimate would suggest that the
origin of a large proportion of laboratory mouse SNPs are unaccounted
for in the sequenced wild-derived strains.

Several origins for the unaccounted for SNPs are possible,
including 1) new SNPs emerged since the creation of laboratory
strains, 2) additional founder sub-species contributed SNPs to
laboratory strains, and 3) rare SNPs from founder species became
incorporated into laboratory strains. The first possibility is unlikely
given the relatively short time since the establishment of laboratory
strains. So far, however, no study has attempted to examine the
evolution of mouse SNPs in order to help distinguish between the
second and the third possibilities. SNPs that have been present within
a founder sub-species for a significant period of time should bear the
hallmarks of natural selection, in that deleterious mutations are far
less likely to be fixed, whereas neutral and beneficial mutations will
be fixed at a rate proportional to the population size. Several tools
have been used to assess the relative rate of fixation of deleterious
compared to neutral mutations over population genetics time scales,
such as the McDonald-Kreitman [11] test, and, over evolutionary time
scales, the relative rate of non-synonymous compared to synonymous
changes in protein coding genes [12].

In this work we have relied on the ratio between synonymous (dN)
and non-synonymous (dS) substitution rates, ω=dN/dS [13]. The dN/
dS ratio can be used as an indication of the relative rate of selection on
a protein coding gene, with dN/dS=0 indicating that no non-
synonymousmutations occurred in this gene and dN/dS=1 indicating
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Fig. 1. Single-linkage clustering of mouse gene haplotypes. The figure illustrates a
hypothetical single-linkage clustering for a gene with six haplotypes (h1-6) and a given
π cutoff (πt=0.0005). Each haplotype represents one inbred strain. Haplotypes with
differences below the cutoff are assigned to the same cluster (circle). Dashed and
straight lines represent distance among (intra-subspecific) and between (inter-
subspecific) clusters correspondingly. In this hypothetical example the six haplotypes
of this gene mapped to three clusters (A, B and C) one of which contains a single
haplotype (h4).
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that non-synonymous mutations occurred at the same rate as
synonymous mutations [14]. In the context of a mouse population,
if a SNP were to have been introduced in a founder sub-species early
during the divergence to distinct populations, natural selection will
have been effective in removing or favoring, respectively, disadvan-
tageous or advantageous SNPs. If, on the other hand, a SNP were to
have been recently introduced in a founder sub-species, in many cases
insufficient time would have elapsed for negative selection to remove
the mutation from the population. In the first case, we would expect
to find reduced dN/dS levels compared to the second scenario. Thus, an
analysis of the dN/dS ratio for laboratory mouse SNPs could help to
discriminate between haplotypes coming from within a founder sub-
species and those coming from different founders.

The existence of genomic sequences for two laboratory rat inbred
strains offers the possibility to examine SNP evolution within a closely
related rodent species [15,16]. Because rat inbred strains are thought
to derive from a single population, these strains should not show
separable inter and intra-subspecific genetic variation. Moreover, rats
are likely to show a different distribution of high and low dN/dS ratio
given their populations origin and a comparison of SNP variation
between mouse and rat laboratory strains could help to identify
ancestral genetic variation and test the hypothesis that three founder
sub-species contributed to laboratory strains.

Here we use this novel, evolution-based approach to predict the
founder origin of laboratory mouse SNPs. The method uses clustering
approaches to distinguish SNPs that differ between and among
putative mouse founder sub-species and consider bias on SNP
frequency due to natural selection mechanisms. This approach differs
from those of previous published mouse SNP analyses because it does
not make prior assumptions regarding the number of parental strains
and thus allowed us to draw conclusions about the 20%monomorphic
SNPs [7] in the ancestral origin. Our analysis is consistent with the
mosaic model and supports the existence of at least four sub-species
origin. Next, we demonstrate that SNPs deriving from inter-
subspecific variation show evidence of purifying selection, suggesting
that the majority of them were introduced to laboratory mouse early
during the divergence into the founder populations while small
fraction points to a recent expansion of polymorphisms which are
more relaxed to adaptation. These findings reconcile discrepancies
about the origin of laboratory mouse genetic variation deriving form
haplotype analyses and support the existence of significant inter-
subspecific genetic diversity in the laboratory mouse.

Materials and methods

Dataset assembly

Mouse and rat coding sequences were selected from the Ensembl
annotation system (v50, July 2008 and dbSNP v126). For each transcript
a non-redundant Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) was recon-
structed according to the variation information assigned separately for
each one of the 14mouse laboratory haplotypes re-sequenced by Celera
[10] (4 laboratory inbreds)(129X1/SvJ, 129S1/SvImJ, A/J, DBA/2J) and
Perlegen [7] (10 laboratory inbreds) (BTBR T+tf/J2, A/J, KK/HlJ3, AKR/
J, NZW/LacJ4, BALB/cByJ, C3H/HeJ, DBA/2J, FVB/NJ, NOD/LtJ) and 3
wild-derived haplotypes (CAST/EiJ [M. m. castaneus], WSB/EiJ [M. m.
domesticus], PWD/PhJ [M. m. musculus]). We have mapped nucleotide
variation from laboratory and wild-derived strains to the reference
strain C57BL/6J [17] excluding strains for which no re-sequencing
information was available at that position. Rat coding sequences and
SNPs were obtained from the Ensembl annotation system (v47, July
2008anddbSNP126).Wehaveused the reference strain BrownNorway
(BN) as a template for the assignment of nucleotide variation with the
Sprague Dawley (SD) strain. In order to avoid bias, only transcriptswith
at least two SNPswere included in the analysis. All datawere stored and
annotated using aMySQL databasewith customPerl and Java programs.
Reconstruction of mouse ancestry using single-linkage clustering

We used single-linkage clustering to map ancestry for each gene in
the following manner. First, we calculated pair-wise π values for each
gene between haplotypes and defined a threshold value of π=0.0005
(0.05% difference between sequences) as a hallmark to test divergence
(e.g., pairwise sequences with πb0.0005 were considered to be
derived from intra-subspecific variation while pair-wise sequences
with πN0.0005 was considered to be inherited from different
founders), see Results and Discussion. Next, we applied single-linkage
clustering individually for each gene andmerge each pairwise distance
between segregate haplotype into a single cluster until a maximum
distance of πt=0.0005 (Fig. 1). Single-linkage clustering was per-
formed in the following manner: for each gene we calculated the
minimum distance, min(d[h1, h2]), between haplotypes h1a X
and h2 aY according to the rule that {h1 a X and h2 a Y:min (d(h1,
h2))Nπt}. The haplotypes h1 and h2were merged into a single cluster,
X, when {h1 a X and h2 a X: min(d(h1, h2))bπt}, where X and Y are
different clusters for the same gene.
Evolutionary analysis

PhyML program [18] was used for the reconstruction of polyge-
netic trees for each mouse gene with more than two clusters. In order
to check whether a selected gene was subjected to evolutionary
constraints we used the non-synonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS)
substitution rate and the ratio (ω) calculated in the PAML package
V3.15 [13,19], using the yn00 program in the case of pairwise
comparisons and the codeml program in the case where more than
two sequences were available. For the codeml analysis a singleω ratio
for all sites (NSsites=0) and a single ω ratio for all lineages
(Model=0) was used. We calculated the dN/dS statistic for genes
within three different groups of strains, 1) laboratory mouse inbred
strains (to avoid redundancy, calculations were performed on one
randomly chosen representative haplotype from each single-linkage
clusters), 2) wild-derived mouse inbred strains, and 3) laboratory rat
inbred strains. Genes with dN or dS=0 were excluded. For genes with



Fig. 2.Distribution of genetic variationwithinmouse and rat populations as assessed by
pair-wise SNP differences. Graphs represent frequency distributions of gene-by-gene
pairwise SNP differences within laboratory mouse inbred (solid line), wild-derived
mouse inbred (dotted line), and laboratory rat inbred (dashed line) strains. Frequency
(A) and cumulative distribution (B) of variation measured using signals neutral
(synonymous) SNPs.
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alternatively spliced transcripts we calculated the average dN/dS for
all transcripts.

For admixture analysis, we calculated dN/dS distributions for 1000
composite sets of genes generated by the union of iterated sampling of
wild-derived mouse (ƒWD) and rat (ƒRAT) genes. An admixture vector,
ƒθ=αƒWD(c)+βƒRAT (where C=number of clusters, C=2, C=3, or
CN3, and α and β are the proportions of wild-derived and rat genes in
increments of 0.5% where α+β=100%) was calculated. Statistical
significance was tested by comparing each iterated admixture gene
set (ƒθ) with the genes set of the laboratory strains using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. α and β values returning the highest
P value (PMAX) were selected.

Results

Distribution of genetic variation among mouse and rat inbred strains

In order to assess the distribution of genetic variation on a gene-
by-gene basis, we calculated the average number of pairwise SNP
differences between inbred strains for each transcript (π, [20]) within
three populations: 1) laboratory mouse inbred strains (14 strains),
2) wild-derivedmouse inbred strains (3 strains), and 3) laboratory rat
inbred strains (2 strains). Our initial analysis was restricted to
synonymous SNPs in order to avoid bias due to the effects of natural
selection. We expected that variation between laboratory mouse
inbred strains would be less than betweenwild-derivedmouse inbred
strains and more than between laboratory rat inbred strains.
Frequency plots of the distribution of genetic variation in these
three populations were generally consistent with our hypotheses.
While laboratory mouse inbred strains illustrated a bimodal distribu-
tion of pair-wise SNP variation with two identifiable peaks (called π1

andπ2),wild-derivedmouse inbred strains showeda single prominent
peak roughly overlapping with π2 of the laboratory strains (Figs. 2AB).
The bimodal distribution of laboratorymouse inbred strain variation is
possibly due to the contributions of intra and inter-subspecific SNPs,
represented byπ1 andπ2, respectively. This hypothesis is supported by
the apparent existence of only a single dominant peak corresponding
to π2 in laboratory rat strains that derive from a single founder.
Similarly, the absence of a peak corresponding to π1 in wild-derived
mouse strains supports an intra-subspecific origin for this peak.
Furthermore, the cutoff that distinguishes the bimodal distribution in
our mouse data, πt=0.5×10−3, is identical to the frequency cutoff
found to distinguish low and high polymorphic genomic regions in
other studies (1 SNP each 200 bases, [6–8]). Finally, we also reached a
similar conclusion when using only genes harboring precisely three
SNPs, suggesting no bias due to variation in the number of SNPs per
transcript (Fig. S1).

Single-linkage clustering identifies mouse inter-subspecific SNPs

The distribution of pair-wise SNP differences in laboratory mouse
inbred strains suggests that variationwithin and between populations
origin can been classified using a cut-off of πt=0.5×10−3 (Fig. 2A,
πt=1 SNP every 200 nt). To distinguish intra from inter-subspecific
SNPs we performed single-linkage clustering of gene haplotypes. This
type of clustering ensures that all gene haplotypes where at least one
strain pair differs by less than the πt are grouped together, while those
that differ by more than πt are grouped in different clusters (Fig. 1).
Given our data from pair-wise comparisons above, haplotypes
classified to be within a single cluster could be assumed to reflect
intra-subspecific variation. For this analysis we selected 2980 mouse
genes with at least 2 SNP's from the Ensembl database. In order to
make sure that the analysis was not biased by gene diversity we chose
only genes for which re-sequencing information was available for
both laboratory and wild-derived strains. This gene set was used in all
subsequent analyses.
Single-linkage clustering revealed that 27% of genes were
singletons (all haplotypes collapsed to only one cluster), 65% were
mapped to two or three clusters, and 8% were mapped to more than 3
clusters (Table 1). The observation that the majority of genes (92%)
contained three or fewer clusters is consistent with our hypothesis
that the πt=0.5×10−3 cutoff can be used to identify haplotypes
deriving from the three putative founder sub-species. However, the
origin of the 8% of genes that containedmore than three clusters is not
clear. Several possible origins exist for the large genetic variation in
these genes. One possibility is that additional, as yet undescribed
founder sub-species contributed to genetic variation in laboratory
strains. A second possibility is that within-founder variation for this
set of genes is higher than expected and represents a rapidly
expanding population of SNPs. A third possibility is that these high
cluster genes represent false-positives that cannot be collapsed into 3
or fewer clusters due to missing haplotypes not captured in
sequenced laboratory inbred strains.



Table 1
Single-linkage cluster dimensions of genes from mouse inbred strains. Only genes with
at least 2 haplotypes and for which re-sequencing information was available for both
laboratory and wild-derived strains (N=2980) were subjected to single-linkage
clustering. (Top) Number of genes having 2, 3, and N3 haplotypes. (Bottom) Number of
genes showing 1 (singleton), 2, 3, and N3 clusters.

Prior to clustering

# of haplotypes # of genes % from the total

2 1762 59%
3 948 31%
N3 270 9%

Post clustering

Cluster size # of genes % from the total

Singleton 778 27%
2 1261 42%
3 744 23%
N3 197 8%
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Mouse SNPs show signs of purifying selection

One distinguishing feature of genetic variation in isolated popula-
tions is its exposure to negative, or purifying, selection. Thus, mouse
inter-subspecific genetic variation should show signs of purifying
selection while those from the same population origin such as mouse
Fig. 3. Evidence for purifying selection in the mouse. Cumulative fraction plot (A) and frequen
derived mouse inbred strains compared with laboratory rat strains and mouse-rat ortholog
P=2×10−75, laboratory clusters vs. wild-derived mouse: P=6×10−6, wild-derived vs.
distributions tended to be more uniform shifted to the left, while rat dN/dS distribution exh
intra-subspecific haplotypes or rats should show fewer signs of
natural selection. In general, variation between isolated populations
show strong purifying selection and low dN/dS values, while strains
from the same population harbor a significant number of variants that
have not yet undergone selection and show higher dN/dS values. Thus,
we reasoned that the dN/dS ratio might provide additional informa-
tion about whether the variation seen among mouse inbred strains
derives from variation between or within populations.

We calculated the dN/dS ratio for the same set of genes as used
above for the single-linkage clustering. For the laboratory mouse
(inter-cluster), we calculated dN/dS using one randomly selected,
representative haplotype from each cluster. In this way, we examined
evidence for natural selection in putative inter-subspecific variation
(see Materials and Methods). Cumulative frequency plots demon-
strated that both wild-derived mouse strains and laboratory mouse
clusters have dN/dS distributions that are significantly shifted toward
smaller values than the rat (laboratory clusters vs. rat: P=2×10−75,
wild-derived mouse vs. rat: P=1×10−66, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test)
suggesting greater negative selection in the mouse (Fig. 3). The
absence of a large difference in dN/dS distribution between laboratory
clusters and wild-derived mouse strains is consistent with their
common origin from isolated populations of mouse under similar
selective pressure. Our results suggest that the rat contains a
significantly greater number of genes containing recent mutations
that have not yet been eliminated by natural selection and are
cy histograms (B) of dN/dS distributions for genes of laboratory inter-clusters and wild-
uous gene pairs (laboratory clusters vs. rat: P=1×10−66, wild-derived mouse vs. rat:
mouse-rat orthologues: P=1×10−13, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The mouse dN/dS
ibited a bimodal distribution with a large fraction of genes with dN/dS≈1.



Fig. 4. Distribution of dN/dS for subsets of genes categorized by cluster dimension.
Comparison of the distribution of dN/dS for genes with 2, 3, or N3 clusters as
determined by single-linkage analysis showed a trend for a shift toward lower values as
cluster size increased.

Table 3
Enrichment of functional gene classifications according to cluster dimension.
Significant over-representation of selected functional Gene Ontology (GO) categories
was observed for laboratory mouse inbred strain genes showing either one or two
single-linkage clusters. No enrichment was found in genes with three or more clusters
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consistent with a recent origin of laboratory rat strains from a single
population origin. Low dN/dS among mouse strains, in turn, reflects
their origin from isolated populations. However, although the
laboratory and wild-derived mouse distributions were similar, a
statistical comparison revealed that the laboratory clusters showed a
small, but significant shift toward higher dN/dS values (P=6×10−6;
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). This shift may reflect contamination of
inter-cluster variation by intra-subspecific variation as discussed
above. To rule out possible confounds due to our use of a set of non-
overlapping rat and mouse genes we repeated the analysis on a
smaller subset of rat and mouse orthologues (N=200). This analysis
revealed similar dN/dS distributions as reported above and argued
against a bias in our selection of genes (Fig. S2 and Table S1). Finally,
we found that dN/dS calculated for SNP differences between rats and
mice (across species dN/dS ; Fig. 3; N=2202 orthologous genes) was
significantly shifted toward lower values. This finding is consistent
with the relatively long time since divergence of these species
(∼20 million years) and confirms previous studies showing that dN/dS
correlates with the time of divergence of populations [14,21].

Large clusters show signs of purifying selection

The existence of strong signs of purifying selection in the mouse
suggests that the vast majority of variation in laboratory inbred
strains derives from inter-subspecific variation. This conclusion has
important implication for the origin of genetic variation in the 8% of
genes that show greater than three clusters (Table 1). If this variation
were to derive from a contribution of additional founder sub-species,
dN/dS should remain low for this group of genes. If, however, this
variation were to derive from rapidly expanding intra-subspecific
variation, dN/dS should be high.

In order to quantify dN/dS distributions for laboratory mouse
clusters of different dimensions, we used a mixed-model reiteration
technique (see Materials and Methods). We attempted to model the
dN/dS distribution of laboratory clusters by a variable admixture of rat
and wild-derived dN/dS distributions. For each series of rat and wild-
derived distributions (from 0.5% rat/99.5% mouse genes to 99.5% rat/
0.5% mouse genes in 0.5% increments) we calculated the maximum
P value (PMAX) for its fit to the laboratory cluster distribution. Table 3
shows that for genes with two clusters the dN/dS distribution is poorly
modeled by an admixture (PMAX=0.06), while for genes with 3 or
more clusters the admixture model is good (PMAX=0.95) and the best
fit is achieved with 85–90% wild-derived genes. This modeling
demonstrates that the dN/dS distribution of high (3 or more) cluster
genes is indistinguishable fromwild-derived strains and suggests that
these high cluster genes do not show signs of rapidly expanding,
intra-subspecific variation.

To rule out bias due to the use of different subsets of genes, we also
calculated the P value between dN/dS distributions for genes of each
Table 2
dN/dS distribution of for genes with 3 clusters and more are similar to that of wild-
derived strains. Modeling of laboratory mouse cluster dN/dS distribution with an
admixture of wild-derived mouse and laboratory rat genes. PMAX indicates the
significance of fitting (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) of the best model (PMAXN0.90
suggests good fit) of all possible admixtures. P denotes the significance of fitting of the
dN/dS distribution for genes of each cluster dimension to the dN/dS distribution of the
same set of genes from wild-derived strains. For good fitting admixture models
(PMAXN0.90) the contribution of wild-derived dN/dS distribution is given (α).

Cluster size PMAX pa αb Admixture

2 0.06 2×10−5 - yes
3 0.95 0.004 0.85 no
N3 0.95 0.02 0.90 no

a P - P value obtained from the intersection of cluster group and equivalent wild—
derived genes.

b α - the fraction of the wild-derived population after admixture modeling.
cluster dimension and the same set of genes fromwild-derived strains
(Table 2). The dN/dS distribution of 2 cluster genes was significantly
different compared to thewild-derived dN/dS distribution (P=2×10−5,
Table 2)while those of higher cluster genesweremuch less significantly
different. This observation supports our finding that variation among
haplotypes of highly variant mouse genes (those showing 3 or more
clusters) show similar marks of natural selection as wild-derived
variation and thus are not likely to be the result of a recent expansion in
intra-founder variation. This observation is further supportedby the fact
that the distribution of dN/dS between cluster groups shows a tendency
to be reduced as the number of clusters per gene increases (Fig. 4,
Table 2).

Finally, we also examined dN/dS for variation within the singleton
group. In order to gather evidence that haplotypes in the singleton
group represent intra-subspecific variation we calculated intra-
cluster dN/dS and compared them with the dN/dS distribution
obtained for the same genes in the inter-cluster and wild-derived
groups. Our results show that the singleton group had elevated dN/dS
values compared to wild-derived strains (N=89; P=6×10−6) and
inter-cluster groups (N=64; P=0.05). Moreover, intra-cluster
(calculated using FatiGO).

% genes enriched P

2 clusters 15
neurological process 0.02
sensory perception 8×10−5

rhodopsin-like receptor activity 2×10−7

olfactory receptor activity 7×10−8

Singleton 50
regulation of biological process 1×10−5

multicellular organismal development 1×10−5

cellular component organization and biogenesis 1×10−5

anatomical structure development 4×10−5

localization of cell 6×10−3

macromolecule metabolic process 7×10−3

cell adhesion 8×10−3

cellular developmental process 8×10−3

primary metabolic process 2×10−2

regulation of a molecular function 2×10−2
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cumulative fraction of dN/dS was significantly lower compared to rat
orthologues (N=28, P=1×10−4) suggesting that laboratory mouse
strains derived from a relatively small pool of genetic variation.
However due to the restricted number of equivalent genes in the
inter-cluster and wild-derived gene list (N=40) we could not use it
for further statistical analysis.

No functional enrichment in large cluster genes

One assumption of the multi-founder origin of genetic variation in
laboratory mouse strains is that the genes contributed by each
founder should be random and should not show any particular
enrichment for a specific functional class. If, on the other hand,
laboratory strain variation were to derive from intra-subspecific
origin, we might expect functional enrichment. To test this hypoth-
esis, we calculated the significance of enrichment of functional classes
of genes using Fatigo [22]. We found that only genes with one
(singleton) or two clusters were significantly enriched in specific
functional classes (Table 3). Three conclusions can be drawn from
these data. First, they confirm that singleton haplotypes are likely to
represent intra-subspecific variation that has undergone functional
selection. Second, genes with two clusters are likely to contain a
significant number of haplotypes that may be clustered together and
represent intra rather than inter-subspecific variation (Fig. 4, Table 2).
This group of genes may represent recent expansion of SNPs cluster
due tomore relaxed evolutionary constraints. The fact that this cluster
is enriched with olfactory receptor genes (Table 3) a family which is
already known to evolve rapidly in the mouse lineage [23] make our
results more reliable. This second finding is similar to the conclusion
drawn from our analysis of dN/dS distributions (Table 2). Third, these
data suggest that haplotypes showing 3 or more clusters are likely to
represent a random mixture of inter-subspecific variation. Taken
together, these results argue against a homogenous origin for
haplotypes with more than three clusters and open the possibility
of a contribution of additional founders to laboratorymouse variation.

Discussions

As noted by others, genetic variation in the mouse (3.1%, [24] is
higher than that found in all other mammals studied to date and is
similar to the variation found between primate species (e.g.
orangutans vs. human: 3.08%, chimpanzee vs. human: 1.24%; [25].
The ability to breed mice carrying genetic variation deriving from
reproductively isolated populations is unique and has proven to be a
powerful tool to map phenotype-genotype associations. However,
although the multi-founder origin of genetic variation in the mouse
has been well documented, until now no study has examined the
consequences of natural selection in the mouse.

Our findings using pairwise SNP comparisons and single-linkage
clustering within coding sequences are consistent with previous
findings from genomic haplotype analyses that estimated significant
contributions from at least three founder sub-species [6–8]. however
our results refute similar analyses that proposed a more homogenous,
single founder (population) structure [9]. We also found that a
majority of genes (92%) showed variation deriving from 3 or fewer
founders (Table 1). Our study allowed us to draw several novel
conclusions about the genetic history of the mouse. First, mouse
sequences show signs of strong purifying selection. The strong
downward shift in dN/dS distributions for both wild-derived and
laboratory strains compared to the laboratory rat is consistent with
their common origin from distinct populations. Notably, the low dN/dS
distribution was particularly reflected in genes showing 3 or more
clusters in our single-linkage analysis (Table 2). Together with the fact
that genes in these clusters were not enriched for any functional
classes, argues strongly that variation between clusters in these
classes derives from between-populations variation. In contrast,
genes with two clusters show evidence of recent expansion of
polymorphisms with more relaxed evolutionary constraints given the
following: 1) relatively high dN/dS distribution, 2) the fact that after
modeling, this group shows an admixture behavior of inter-
subspecific and population origin, 3) the observed enrichment of
olfactory genes.

Notably, our data also raise the possibility that laboratory mice
harbor haplotypes from more than three populations of sub-species.
Over 8% of mouse genes showed more than three clusters (1.4%
showed more than 4 clusters). One possible origin of these extra
clusters is excess variation due to the recent introduction of novel
haplotypes associated within a population origin. This is unlikely,
however, because the low dN/dS values (Fig. 3) and absence of
enrichment in functional classification of genes with more than 3
clusters (Table 3) reflects a within, and not between-founder origin.
Interestingly, several other mouse species exist that live sympatri-
cally with M. musculus sub-species but appear to be prevented from
interbreeding with them (e.g., M. spretus, M. spicilegus, and M.
macedonicus [26]. It may be that these or other species managed to
contribute to the genetic variation that we see fixed in M. musculus
laboratory strains. The existence of additional founders is also
supported by genomic haplotype analyses. For example, Frazer et
al. [7] found that 20% of laboratory mouse SNPs and 10% of the
genome is monomorphic in the wild-derived strains. One potential
source of genetic variation is the M. m. molossinus sub-species.
However, this strain appears to be a recent hybrid of M. m. casteneus
and M. m. musculus and haplotypes deriving from this sub-species
would be expected to overlap with these subspecies in our clustering
analysis.

Because rat and mouse may show different mutation spectra, the
use of rats tomodel variationwithin a populationmay have biased our
findings. However, it is likely that the mutation spectra of rat and
mouse are similar, given their similar natural history, and the dN/dS
based statistic, with the use of a localized synonymous rate should be
able to factor out different mutation spectra. More problematic is our
reliance on a subset of genes to perform clustering and dN/dS
calculations owing to the limited SNP data available for the strains
involved [9]. This confound is more difficult to assess and will await
the sequencing of additional laboratory andwild-derivedmouse lines.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we present a novel, evolutionary-based approach to
reconstruct the historical relationships between closely and distantly
related species and to reveal the specific origin of organisms with a
mosaic structure. Our findings obtained from mouse support a
predominantly four founder origin of laboratory mouse strains and
resolve inconsistencies between previous analyses of the origin of
mouse SNP variation using haplotype analysis [6–9]. Moreover, we
found signs that natural selection has played a major role in purifying
genetic variation inmouse subspecies and that these effects have been
inherited by modern laboratory strains. Genetic variation in labora-
tory rat strains, on the other hand, showed few signs of natural
selection and was consistent with their derivation from a population
origin.

These findings demonstrate a unique spectrum of genetic variation
in the laboratory mouse. It is interesting to consider how this might
affect genotype-phenotype studies in this species. For example, the
presence in laboratory mouse populations of many variants that
survived selective removal may well be the explanation for the large
phenotypic variation seen in laboratory inbredmice. At the same time,
functional variations in the mouse may be less relevant to the type of
functional variations seen in a normal outbreds and relatively
unstructured population, such as humans. The availability of parallel
large-scale QTL mapping studies in mouse and rat [15,27,28] will
allow a direct comparison of genetic mapping in a highly selected and
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relatively non-selected population, respectively. In conclusion, the
highly purified spectrum of genetic variation in mouse laboratory
strains is likely to continue to provide a unique source of biological
variation that can be leveraged to identify disease risk genes.
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